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Overall Comments: 
Your assignment three submission on ‘Liminal Spaces’ is creative and evidences a 
risk-taking approach in seeking alternative forms of representation. However, it does 
not fully meet the criteria and the overall technical quality is not indicative of what 
you can and have already evidenced at this level. It is recommended to reshoot this 
project and resubmit it as a set of still images and not a video piece. Your reflection 
is good, but it would benefit from further development, where it critically 
deconstructs your work and response to the assignment brief.  
 
Feedback: 
As discussed, your video submission was a creative risk; but it does not respond to 
the assignments criteria of ‘within a series of up to 12 photographs…’. The video 
submitted is a mixture of stills and moving image, where the overall quality is not 
indicative of this level. The integration of the stills and the video is ‘choppy’, where 
the transitions and zoom effect is not visually cohesive. You state about this being 
the tenth attempt, but there is little evidence to support your video research and 
development. There are the still contact sheets, then suddenly there is the video, 
with no clear objective of its formation and how it best conveys your investigation 
into the liminal spaces between land and sea.  
 
Your reflection on the technical challenge does evidence an awareness, and there 
are indeed much better programmes than iMovie, for editing video, such as ‘Premier 
Pro’, ‘After Effects’ and ‘Final Cut Pro’, all of which would take a lot of time to learn 
and practice with. It is recommended that if video is a medium that you wish to 
utilise for future assignments, then practice further with personal projects and seek 
guidance on elements such as, storyboarding, composition, narrative, sequential 
design and the technical considerations of shooting video with a DSLR. 
 
As part of your video development, I mentioned about further hardware that would 
aid you in stability and handling. I suggested using DIY versions of ‘Fig Rigs’, 
‘Shoulder Rigs’ and ‘Hand Stabilisers’, however, upon investigation such equipment 
has dropped dramatically in price. For an idea look at the following links: 
https://goo.gl/e1dMxh 
https://goo.gl/k44E4F 
https://goo.gl/E33pN2 
 
 



Rework/Reshoot 
To reiterate what was discussed, you made some good observations on your initial 
stills, so use these to form a new series of nine images, composed of three triptychs.  
• Triptych 1 – Images of ‘hard spaces’ such as bollards, walls etc. 
• Triptych 2 – Images of ‘softer spaces’, natural walls and barriers.  
• Triptych 3 – Images of just shore, sea and sky. 
 
Learning Logs or Blogs: 
With the images on your learning log, specifically the contact sheets, they need to 
be able to be viewed full screen. The contact/thumbnails for this assignment are too 
small to adequately view; ideally, they need to be seen much larger, coupled with 
filenames under each to assist in the tutorial process. In Wordpress, look for ‘Media 
File’ or ‘Media Attachment’ - ‘link to’ section. From what can be seen, there are some 
interesting compositions forming, the bollards and manmade barriers on sheet 2 are 
engaging. Your blog post titled ‘Exercise 3.3: ‘Late photography’’, specifically the 
personal account with ‘9/11’ was engaging. Another interesting blog post was 
‘Exercise 3.4: A persuasive image’, your graphical poster was different and a good 
addition to your visual experimentation. 
 
You have conduct some suitable research into this assignment, but it would be good 
to examine some further artists who have examined the landscape of the sea/shore. 
 
Suggested reading/viewing: 
To support your research, look into the work of Stephen Hughes, whose work is 
about peripheries and the edges. He does not seem to have a website or a gallery 
representation, but for a start look at Photofusion’s site, see: 
http://www.photofusion.org/exhibitions/photography-exhibition-stephen-hughes/ 
  
The next recommendation is just for aesthetics as there is not much contextual 
underpinning in his work, but Michael Kenna’s B&W landscapes are beautiful to look 
at and they do feature some wonderful seascapes, see: http://michaelkenna.net/ 
 
Pointers for the next assignment: 
Your research in to the ‘Wastelands’ idea is taking shape; as discussed consider 
investigating the towns that were built and then abandoned because of the 
recession. Look at: http://www.valerieanex.com/index.php/ghost-estates/ 
 

Overall Strengths Action Points/Rework 

• Some good compositions forming 
• Creative risk-taking approach 

• Reshoot assignment - Stills 
• Conduct further research  
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